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The two methodsfrequentlyused for comparing uncertain prospects are the mean
variance (MV) and the stochastic dominance (SD) approaches.'The main idea of
MV is to representthe distributionof the
uncertainprospectsby two summarystatistics: the mean, representingthe reward,and
the variance,representingthe variability.The
use of the summarystatistics simplifies the
analysis,and is amenableto geometrictreatment, but as has been pointedout (see Giora
Hanochand Haim Levy;MichaelRothschild
and Joseph Stiglitz), may lead to unwarranted conclusions.The SD approachdoes
not lead to unwarrantedconclusions,but it is
much more complicated, usually leads to
large efficient sets, and is difficult to treat
geometrically.Another disadvantageof the
SD approachis that, as far as I know, there
is no algorithmfor the constructionof an
efficientportfolio.
At first glance, it seems that the gap between the two different approachescannot
be bridged.Tobin argues that critics of the
MV approach:
... owe us more than demonstrations
that it rests on restrictiveassumptions.
They need to show us how a more
general and less vulnerableapproach
will yield the kind of comparative-static
results that economists are interested
in. This need is satisfiedneitherby the
elegantbut nearlyempty existencetheoremsof state preferencetheorynor by
normativeprescriptionsto the individual that he should consult his utility
and his subjective probabilities and
thenmaximize.
[1969,p. 141
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On the other hand, Hanoch and Levy reach
the conclusionthat:
The identification of riskiness with
variance,or with any other single measure of dispersion,is clearly unsound.
There are many obvious cases, where

more dispersion is desirable, if it is
accompaniedby an upwardshift in the
locations of the distribution,or by an
increasingpositiveasymmetry. [p. 344]
The aim of this paper is to present a new
method for comparinguncertainprospects.
It is based on using the mean and Gini's
mean difference(henceforth,MG approach)
as the summary statistics to describe the
distribution.It is shownfor any two distribu> LG
tions F, G that ILF 2Ly and I F
FG are necessary conditions for first- and
second-degreestochasticdominance(where,t
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is the mean and
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is half Gini's mean dif-

ference). These two necessary conditions
yield only prospectsthat would be included
in an SD efficient set. The MG approach
enables us to constructportfolioswhich are
SD efficient.Since it uses two summarystatistics, it is almost as simple as the MV
approachand like it has a simplegeometrical
presentation.In certain cases the MV efficient set can be derived by the MG approach. The MG approach may thus be
viewed as a compromisewith some of the
meritsof the other two.
I begin by presentingthe relationshipbetween SD and Gini's mean differenceand go
on to analyze the relationshipbetween the
efficientsets resultingfrom the SD, MV, and
MG approaches.I then use the last to constructefficientSD portfolios.
I. Gini'sMean Differenceand
StochasticDominance

FollowingHanoch and Levy, I define two
classes of utility functions Ui(i = 1,2) where
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